Abstract. We prove the positivity of Serre's Intersection Multiplicity when
Introduction
Given a regular local ring A and two finitely-generated A-modules M and N whose supports intersect in a single point, Serre [Ser65] defines the intersection multiplicity of M and N via This formula, which prescribes how to multiply properly intersecting algebraic cycles, has served as the focal point for one of the long-standing conjectures in the homological theory of commutative rings:
Serre's Conjecture. Let A be a regular local ring, and suppose that M and N are finitely-generated A modules such that ℓ(M ⊗ A N ) < ∞. Then
While part (a) was settled by Serre [ibid] using only the Cohen Structure Theorem, the proofs of the other parts of the conjecture in full generality have borrowed techniques from far outside the realm of commutative algebra. Part (b), which is due to Gabber [Hoc97, Ber97] , uses de Jong's method of producing a genericallyfinite resolution of singularities [dJ96] to reduce the non-negativity of χ A to showing that a certain vector-bundle is globally-generated. The vanishing in part (c) has been deduced by Gillet-Soulé [GS85, GS87] via K-theoretic techniques while a completely different proof by Paul Roberts [Rob85] uses his machinery of local Chern characters.
The Main Theorem. The general case of (d), which we shall henceforth refer to as Serre's Positivity Conjecture, still remains open. While some low-dimensional cases have been tackled, the most general result in this direction is Serre's, which states that if (the completion of) A is a power series ring over a field or complete discrete valuation ring, then positivity holds. The central aim of this paper is to extend this result to power series over a two-dimensional base: In our situation, when R is two-dimensional, we can no longer be assured that the spectral sequence degenerates; and as a result, χ A (M, N ) sees contributions from the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicities of each of the higher Tor Much of the proof of Theorem A is devoted to showing that this module is sufficiently "small" in the appropriate sense. Somewhat surprisingly, Gabber's non-negativity theorem plays a crucial role in achieving this end (Corollary 1.5). After recalling some generalities concerning compete Tor in Section 1, we prove Theorem A over the course of Sections 2 and 3.
As an immediate application of Theorem A, we prove that Serre's Positivity Conjecture holds for the local rings of a smooth scheme over a two dimensional base: The proof proceeds by reducing to the case of a power series ring. However, given an essentially-smooth map of local rings O Y,f (x) → O X,x , one cannot immediately conclude that O X,x is a power series ring if the residue field extension k(x)/k(f (x)) is inseparable. Some care is required to modify O Y,f (x) and O X,x in such a way that introduces separability without losing too much information. We address this technique in Section 4.
Detecting Transversality. Our second application is best phrased in geometric language. Let X = Spec A where A is a regular local ring, and suppose that Y and Z are closed, integral subschemes that meet in a single point and whose dimensions add up to dim X. When A contains a field, Serre's proof of positivity actually shows that χ Our main technique for exploring this conjecture is to construct the blowup φ : X → X of X along its closed point and consider the strict transforms Y and Z on X. Set-theoretically, Y ∩ Z agrees with the intersection of the projectivized tangent cones of X and Y , which can be measured quantitatively via the formula [Ful98, 20.4 .3]:
whose "error term" is given by
Proving our conjecture therefore amounts to showing that
While blowing up simplifies our problem conceptually, it introduces the algebraic obstacle of ramification. If (A, n) is an unramified regular local ring with p ∈ n − n 2 , then X the blowup along n will be ramified along a certain two-dimensional subscheme (see Corollary 5.2). Nonetheless, as we show in Proposition 5.4, each of these local rings completes to a power series over a two-dimensional base, thereby allowing us to invoke Theorem A and conclude: Corollary C. Let (A, n) be an unramified regular local ring. Put X = Spec A and let X be the blowup along n. Then Serre's Positivity Conjecture holds at every local ring O X,x .
By our previous work in [Ska15] , if A is an unramified regular local ring, Conjecture I is known to hold in many circumstances (see Theorem 5.5 below). When Y and Z meet properly (i.e. as a finite -possibly empty -set of points), we can calculate
in terms of intersection multiplicities on the stalks of O X . Since Corollary C assures us that each of these multiplicities will be positive, we now have 
Generalities for Complete Tensor Products
The basic reference for this section is [Ser65, V] . Let (R, m) be a complete regular local ring and let
For finitelygenerated A and B modules M and N , recall that we define the "completed-Tor functors" via the formula:
where m A and m B denote the maximal ideals of A and B. When M is fixed, the functors Tor R i (M, −) define a δ-functor from the category of finitely-generated Bmodules to the category of finitely-generated A ⊗ R B-modules. Indeed, from the Artin-Rees lemma, it is easy to deduce that a short exact sequence 0 → N ′ → N → N ′′ → 0 of finitely-generated A modules gives rise to the expected long exact sequence in Tor. Furthermore, the completed torsion functors exhibit the following depth-sensitivity property that we shall repeatedly exploit:
With R, A, B, and M as above, suppose that
and all finitely-generated B-modules E.
As an R-module, B admits a regular sequence of length equal to the dimension of R. Thus, by Proposition 1.1, we see that Tor 
Proof. Let C = A ⊗ R B. Consider the functors
It is clear that F maps projectives to projectives and that G(F (N )) is naturally isomorphic to M ⊗ R N . From the spectral sequence of the composite functor, we have
On the other hand, F is exact, so the spectral sequence degenerates to give isomorphisms
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Corollary 1.4. With the notations of the preceding proposition, there are inclusions
Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.3 and the elementary fact that for any two C-modules E 1 and E 2 , the Tor
We shall require finer information than merely knowing the supports of the Tor R i (M, N ). The next result, which follows from Gabber's celebrated non-negativity theorem, allows us to extract cycle-theoretic information about the Tor R i (M, N ) in terms of the multiplicities with which their minimal components appear.
. Suppose M and N are finitely-generated A and B modules respectively. Then for every prime p ⊂ A ⊗ R B minimal in the support of M ⊗ R N , there is an inequality
Proof. From Corollary 1.4, we know that for any minimal p ∈ Supp(M ⊗ R N ),
Thus, the alternating sum defined above is a well-defined number. Now, by Proposition 1.3, we have, for i ≥ 0, isomorphisms
The advantage this perspective is that localizing the left-hand side at p is well-understood:
By hypothesis, the supports of the C p modules (M ⊗ R B) p and (A ⊗ R N ) p meet at a single point, so by Gabber's non-negativity of intersection multiplicity, we have
The last ingredient we shall need is the so-called "reduction to the diagonal" spectral sequence. It appears in [Ser65, for the case when R is 1-dimensional, but its derivation at no point uses any dimensionality assumption.
Proposition 1.6. Let R be as above and suppose that
x ⊗y → xy be the canonical surjection, and let ∆ be its kernel. Then for any pair of finitely-generated A-modules M and N , there is a convergent spectral sequence Recall that a ring B satisfies Serre Condition S n if for all p ∈ Spec B, depth B p ≥ min {n, dim B p }. It follows that for n > 0, any ring satisfying S n can have no embedded primes. Now, O is normal by assumption and therefore is S 2 . As O/(s, t)O has dimension dim O − 2, we conclude that s lies outside every minimal prime of O and hence, by the S 2 condition, outside every associated prime. Thus, s is a non-zerodivisor on O, and it is easily seen that O/sO satisfies S 1 . It follows by the same reasoning that t is O/sO-regular, completing the proof.
Proposition 2.2. Let (R, m) be a complete 2-dimensional regular local ring and suppose that
A = R[[X 1 , · · · , X m ]] and B = R[[Y 1 , · · · , Y n ]]. Let O 1 and O 2 be finite A and B-algebras which are domains. Then dim(O 1 ⊗ R O 2 ) ≥ dim(O 1 ) + dim(O 2 ).
Proof. We begin by noting that
Since the normalization Spec O 1 → Spec O 1 is finite (by virtue of O 1 being complete) and surjective, so too is Spec
is also finite-surjective whence we obtain the equalities
We are therefore free to assume that both O 1 and O 2 are normal.
Case 1: (Assume O 1 is R-flat.) Let m = (s, t) and let R be the DVR R/sR. We then have an isomorphism:
By the flatness of O 1 over R, we see that s either annihilates O 1 ⊗ R O 2 or acts as a non-zerodivisor, depending on how s acts on the domain O 2 . In either case, we get an equality
Case 2: (Assume that neither O 1 nor O 2 is R-flat.) Since we are assuming that the O i are normal, we have that dim(O i /mO i ) ≥ dim O i − 1 for i = 1, 2 by Lemma 2.1. Putting k = R/m, we have the isomorphism
2.2. Some Additional Vanishing Results. The following vanishing result for completed Tor uses an technique which is similar in spirit Proposition 3.3 in [Hoc75] . 
Proof. (a) If J 1 = m and O 1 is a domain, we can choose some g ∈ m that is a non-zerodivisor on O 1 . The result now follows from Proposition 1.1. (b) Choose some nonzero f ∈ J 1 − J 2 and consider the exact sequence
On the other hand, f ∈ J 1 must annihilate Tor 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.3, form the exact sequence
and consider the long exact sequence
2 ) = 0 thanks to Lemma 2.3(a); so f is a non-zerodivisor on Tor (O 1 , O 2 ) ), then it would have to be minimal. Thus Tor
and therefore must act nilpotently on Tor
Proof of the Main Theorem
Lemma 3.1. Let (R, m) be a complete 2-dimensional regular local ring. Suppose
Proof. Suppose that J 1 = J 2 = (0). Since the J i are prime ideals and R is a UFD, we can find a prime element 0 = f ∈ J 1 = J 2 . Put S = R/f R and consider the integral closureS in its field of fractions. Since S is complete, S →S is a finite morphism, thereby forcingS to be a local domain. Since S has dimension 1,S is a DVR.
Put 
Proof. Recall that if p ∈ Ass(M ), we have a short exact sequence
Proceeding inductively and using the biadditivity of χ A (−, −), we are reduced to proving the claim for M = A/p and N = A/q where p and q are primes. Next, we observe that A/p is complete, making the map to the normalization A/p → A/p finite. If we consider 0 → A/p → A/p → C → 0, we see that dim C < dim A/p as A/p → A/p is generically an isomorphism. Repeating the argument for N = A/q and invoking the vanishing result (c) of Serre's Conjecture shows that χ A (A/p, A/q) = χ A ( A/p, A/q). It therefore suffices to prove the theorem for M = O 1 and N = O 2 where each O i has the structure of a normal integral domain. Of the two main cases to consider, let us first dispense with the trivial one.
Case 1: (m · O 1 = 0). For this, we let π ∈ m − m 2 and put A = A/πA. Note that π cannot annihilate O 2 ; otherwise, both O 1 and O 2 would be supported on A which would imply that dim O 1 + dim O 2 ≤ dim A < dim A (cf. Lemma 3.1). Since π is O 2 -regular, the base change-spectral sequence
and therefore an equality χ
Since A is a power series over the DVR R/πR, the right hand side is known to be positive from the work of Serre.
Case 2: (m·O 1 = 0). Let ∆ be the kernel of the canonical surjection A ⊗ R A → A. Clearly, ∆ is generated by the A ⊗ R A-regular sequence
We therefore obtain, for any A ⊗ R A-module L, isomorphisms
where the right-hand side is Koszul homology with respect to the sequence defining
where e ∆ (L, m) is 0 when dim L < m and coincides with the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of L with respect to ∆ otherwise. We now consider the reduction to the diagonal spectral sequence (Proposition 1.6): 
Once again, let J i = ker(R → O i ). By hypothesis J 1 = m. We may assume that J 2 = m; otherwise, we are back in the situation of Case 1. By Lemma 2.3(a), Tor R 2 (O 1 , O 2 ) = 0, so our formula for intersection multiplicity becomes
Lemma 2.2 shows the dimension is bounded below by m; the reverse inequality follows from the fact that (O 1 ⊗ R O 2 )/∆ is Artinian. In this case, it follows that
We therefore need only consider what can happen when J 1 = J 2 , and by Lemma 3.1, we are reduced to the case where
by Corollary 1.4, we can apply the associativity formula for Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity [Ser65, V-2] to (*) and obtain the formula:
From Lemma 1.5, we know that for each p satisfying dim(( 
, and the proof is complete.
Positivity of Intersections over a Two-Dimensional Base
Suppose that X → Y is a smooth morphism of Noetherian schemes where Y is regular of dimension two. We shall prove in this section for each x ∈ X, Serre's Positivity Conjecture holds for O X,x . We note that the case of a one-dimensional base has been settled by using Fulton-MacPherson intersection theory [Ful98, Example 20.2.2]. We shall deduce the two-dimensional case from the corresponding result for power series rings in the previous section. Proof. Note that dim(B/mB) = 0 by hypothesis; put r = ℓ B (B/mB). Given an Artinian A-module E, it follows from tensoring its composition series with B that ℓ B (E ⊗ A B) = rℓ A (E). This, in turn, says that for any finitely-generated A-module M , the Hilbert polynomials of M and M ⊗ A B will differ by a factor of r and hence will have the same degree, meaning that dim M = dim (M ⊗ A B) . Now let M and N be two finitely generated A-modules for which ℓ(M ⊗ A N ) < ∞ and dim M + dim N = dim A. These two conditions will be preserved after baseextension to B, so χ B (M ⊗ A B, N ⊗ A B) > 0. On the other hand,
for all p, so we have χ
4.1. Structure Theorems. It is well-known that if X is a smooth variety over a field k, then by the Cohen Structure Theorem, O X,x is a power series ring over the residue field k(x). When the base is no longer a field, we have a similarly-flavored structure theorem, provided that we include an additional separability hypothesis. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.2, we can find a flat, local extension R ′ of R such that R ′ /mR ′ = A/n. Replace R ′ by its completion if necessary. As R → R ′ is flat and
We claim that R →Â factors through R ′ . R ′ → A/n is obtained by quotienting by the maximal ideal. If we inductively assume that a factorization R → R ′ → A/n j has been constructed, the definition of formal smoothness guarantees a lift:
A/n j , we obtain a map R ′ →Â that extends R → A, and (a) is proved. For (b), suppose that the maximal ideal of A/mA is generated by the regular sequence x 1 , · · · , x d . Let x i ∈ A be lifts of x i . We now define φ :
andÂ are regular local rings of the same dimension and have the same residue field. Since nÂ = mÂ + (x 1 , · · · , x d ), φ is surjective, and its kernel must be trivial for dimensional reasons.
An essentially smooth morphism of local rings can very often fail to be separable at the level of residue fields. Take, for example,
. In these situations, we can first enlarge the residue field of the base to its perfect closure to "force" separability and put us into a situation where Lemma 4.3 may be applied.
Lemma 4.4. Let k be a field and suppose that E/k is a finitely-generated field extension, and L/k is algebraic. Then E ⊗ k L is an Artinian ring. (2) A is essentially smooth over R.
(4)Â is a power series ring over a complete regular ring
Proof. Let L be the perfect closure of the field k = R 0 /m 0 . By Proposition 4.2, there is a (necessarily regular) ring (R, m) which is flat over R, has residue field L and satisfies condition (1). The ring A 0 ⊗ R0 R is essentially smooth over R and hence regular. Since Spec(A 0 ⊗ R0 R) → Spec A 0 is faithfully flat, we can find a prime ideal p that maps to n 0 ∈ Spec A 0 . Setting A = (A 0 ⊗ R0 R) p , we see that A clearly satisfies (2). Next observe that by assumption, E = A 0 /n 0 is a finitelygenerated extension of k. To prove (3), we note that A/n 0 A is just the localization at p of
which by Lemma 4.4 is Artinian. Since R has a perfect residue field, we can apply Lemma 4.3 and obtain (4). From the canonical morphism φ : X → X, we have the exceptional divisor E = φ −1 (Spec A/n) = Proj(gr n A), which is just a projective space over the residue field having dimension one less than X. Fix f ∈ n − n 2 and consider f ∈ n/n 2 . We define the closed subscheme V (f ) of E via the surjection gr n A ։ gr n A f gr n A .
Each element g ∈ n−n 2 defines an affine patch D + (g) of X whose coordinate ring is (A[nT ] ) (g) , the degree-zero part of the Z-graded ring (A[nT ]) g (cf. [Har77, II.2]). Here, we write a bold g for the degree-one element in
We now give a local description of V (f ) inside of X:
Lemma 5.1. With the above notations,
Proof. On D + (g), it is clear from the construction that g generates the exceptional divisor E. Since V (f ) ֒→ E, it suffices to show the ideal of the closed immersion V (f )∩D + (g) ֒→ E∩D + (g) is generated by (residue of) f /g. Consider the surjection of graded rings
Let g be the degree-one element in n/n 2 . Restricting to E ∩ D + (g) = D + (g) amounts to looking at the surjection
It's clear that f /g maps to 0; we claim that it, in fact, generates the kernel. Suppose h/g k ∈ (gr n A) (g) maps to 0. This means that in gr n A, f divides g m h for some m ∈ N. Since gr n A is just a polynomial ring over a field, the element f is prime. If f divides g, then f /g is a unit, meaning that D + (g) ∩ V (f ) = ∅. Otherwise, f divides h, meaning that f /g divides h/g as claimed.
From this lemma, we can compute the "ramification locus" of f in X, that is, the collection of points x ∈ X for which f lies in the square of maximal ideal of O X,x . Proof. Of course, for any p ∈ Spec A, we have f / ∈ (pA p ) 2 . Since X−E is isomorphic to the punctured spectrum X − {n}, we only need to consider those points x ∈ E. Choose some affine patch D + (g) ⊂ X containing x. By Lemma 5.1, V (f ) ∩ D + (g) is cut out by the ideal (g, f /g). If x ∈ V (f ), then both g and f /g lie in the the maximal ideal of O X,x , meaning that f = g · f /g is in the square. Otherwise, if x ∈ E − V (f ), then only g, the local equation for E lies in the maximal ideal of O X,x while f /g is a unit. Hence, O E,x = O X,x /(g) = O X,x /(f ) and the result follows from the fact that O E,x and O X,x are both regular.
We now specify to the case of an unramified regular local ring. We introduce the following slightly generalized notion from [Ska15] : Definition 5.3. Let (R 0 , π) be a DVR with perfect residue field. We call a regular local ring (A, n) R 0 -unramified if R 0 ⊂ A and π ∈ n − n 2 .
When R 0 = Z pZ , the notion of R 0 -unramified coincides with the traditional definition of unramified. A regular local ring of mixed-characteristic can be ramified at p ∈ Z yet R 0 -unramified for an appropriate choice of R 0 . Such rings arise naturally when we take the ring of integers O K of a number field K/Q and consider the local rings of a smooth O K -scheme Y . If A contains a field k, and π ∈ n − n 2 , then by taking the prime field k 0 ⊂ k, we see that A will be R 0 -unramified over the
Proposition 5.4. Let (R 0 , π) be a DVR with perfect residue field and suppose that (A, n) is an R 0 -unramified regular local ring. Let X = Spec A, X the blowup along n, and V (π) the closed subscheme of the exceptional divisor E defined via gr n A ։ gr n A/π gr n A. Let x ∈ X. Proof. By Proposition 5.4, O X,x is a power-series over a zero, one, or two-dimensional base. The result now follows immediately from Theorem A.
5.2. Transversality in the Unramified Case. We now fix (R 0 , π) a DVR with perfect residue field and an R 0 -unramified regular local ring (A, n). We let X = Spec A suppose that Y and Z are two closed integral subschemes meeting (settheoretically) at a point and whose dimensions add up to that of X. In this situation, we are guaranteed that χ π gr OX is zero-dimensional. We now recast this transversality statement in the language of blowing up. For a more detailed discussion, consult Section 3.2 of [Ska15] . Let X, Y , and Z be the point-blowups (i.e. along n) of X, Y , and Z. We can realize Y and Z as subschemes of X via the strict transforms of Y and Z under φ : X → X. Proof. Let X, Y and Z be the blowups at the closed point n. From the above discussion, the condition that dim(gr O Y ⊗ gr OX gr O Z ) ≤ 1 means that Y ∩ Z is a finite (possibly empty) set of closed points x 1 , · · · x p ∈ X. In this case, the sheaves Tor 
